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In Saskatchewan –

Sask Justice is 
responsible for 
Search and Rescue
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Sask Justice has 
designated the 
RCMP to manage all 
search and rescue 
in Saskatchewan 
except for aircraft
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Responsibility  of  Search & Rescue

Sask Justice

R.C.M.P.

R.C.M.P. Search Managers Civilian Search Managers

Northern Sask.
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Sask Justice
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R.C.M.P. Search Managers Civilian Search Managers

Northern Sask.

Assistant Search Manager in Remote Community



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works

When volunteers are called by the Search 
Manager or the Assistant Search Manager they 
are organized as best as possible according to 
their personal abilities under what is known as 
the Incident Command System. In the Incident 
Command System everyone knows what their job 
is and who they report to.
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Responsibility  of  Search & Rescue

Civilian & RCMP Search Managers

Call out volunteers in community

Organize the search

Authorize all expenses

Collect bills and fill out reports



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Incident Command System

The  5 major management functions 
are organized like this.

Search Manager

LogisticsOperations Planning Finance



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Incident Command System

Search Manager

only person responsible for media contact 

reports to Don Dunk
liaison with other agencies 

over all responsibility, sets priorities & objectives



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Incident Command System

Operations

organizes search teams
assigns search areas
monitors the search
reports to Search Manager
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Incident Command System

Logistics

provides food, transportation, equipment
gets what ever is needed, has a resource list
reports to Search Manager

responsible for telephone & radios
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Incident Command System

Planning

gets maps and weather
sign in sheet, collects reports

keeps track of search on map
reports to Search Manager
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Incident Command System

Finance

general duties, GPS down loading if able to
collects any bills

reports to Search Manager
records crew times, aircraft times, stats
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Search Manager

LogisticsOperations Planning Finance

Each of these positions can 
have one or more assistants



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Volunteers  are:

- very valuable

- the key people in Search & Rescue

- knowledgeable about local conditions

- are the eyes and ears of the Search

- able to take on difficult tasks and work safely

- willing to help others in need



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Volunteers

- Must sign in

- Must be dressed for the expected weather

- Must have survival gear, life jackets, etc.

- May be asked to join a crew or group

- May volunteer to use their boat, skidoo,              
quad etc



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Volunteers

-Will be supplied gas - when authorized

- Any damage, broken parts or repairs will             
not be paid

- Food and shelter will be supplied as 
conditions permit



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Volunteers

There are 2 main groups of volunteers

1.  those who volunteer as searchers and

2.  those who volunteer to help at the Search 
Center

When you sign in let the person know what 
you want to do



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Volunteers

Volunteers have two enemies, they are :

Fatigue. Searchers can spend hours and days 
searching, they get tired, cold, wet and hungry. 

Boredom. Searchers can get bored, they loose 
interest, seeing the same thing over and over. 
They start to daydream and wish they were back 
home.



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Searchers will be assigned to crews or groups 

Should have 2 or 3 people per boat



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
2 or 3 boats should work as a group in same 
general area

Should have communication between boats  (FRS 
radios)



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works

Should travel less than 10 mph

when searching

Must have survival gear and lifejackets



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Searchers will be assigned to crews or groups 

Skidoos:
2 or 3 skidoos should work in same general area

Normally only 1 person per skidoo



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works

Should travel less than 10 mph when searching

Must have survival gear and helmets



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Searchers will be assigned to crews or groups 

Aircraft:
Search crew should be 2 spotters and 1 navigator
Larger aircraft – Navaho , 4 spotters and navigator
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Fly between 500 and 1500 ft AGL when searching

Must have personal survival gear and dress 
for the weather



How a Search WorksHow a Search Works
Briefings

General briefing:

Given to all volunteers, who, what , when , where 
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Crew briefing :

Given only to crews- what you are looking for, 
what area you are assigned, when do you 
return, what to do if you find the subject, if you 
have communication- how often to check in



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost

Do Not Wait 24 hours – contact the RCMP to 
report a lost or overdue person



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
Do Not Wait 24 hours – contact the RCMP to 
report a lost or overdue person

The person reporting will be asked 
questions that will help the searchers such 
as:



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
Name, age, what were they wearing, 
when did they leave, when were they to 
be back, where did they go, any medical 
conditions, anyone with them ????



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
Once the local RCMP have the 
information, they contact  RCMP Search 
and Rescue in Regina

DON
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DON

The RCMP in Regina will contact a Search 
Manager, either an RCMP or Civilian and 
briefs them on the search 



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
One of the first things a Search Manager 
does is a communications check 

The Search manager phones, radios or 
tries to contact anyone along the 
intended route



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
If not successful the Search Manager 
will organize a route check

A route check means sending a boat, 
skidoo, quad or what ever along the 
intended route the subject may have 
taken.
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Often in the north a route check may 
mean sending aircraft to follow the 
intended route



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
While these checks are being done the 
Search Manager will be calling for 
volunteers 

Volunteers should come to the Search 
Center and sign in



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
As volunteers arrive the Search Manager 
will be assigning people as Operations, 
Logistics, Planning and Finance/Admin



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost

Briefings will be held and the search is 
underway



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
Searchers will be asked to report in at 
certain times when they are able. This is 
to update them or to tell them the 
subject is found and the search is over



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost

When the subject is found searchers 
must be careful how they report back, 
not knowing who is listening. 



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
If the subject is not completely healthy 
they must be taken for a medical check 
up.



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
Once the search is over all volunteers 
must be accounted for.



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
The Search Manager collects all bills 
and writes his report



When Someone is LostWhen Someone is Lost
Who pays for the cost of the search ?

The volunteers who contribute their 
time and equipment….. 

…..and the tax payers of the Province 
of Saskatchewan



What to do if You are lost



What to do if You are lost

The hardest part is to decide if you 
are in a survival situation and to 
admit to yourself that you are lost or 
in trouble.



What to do if You are lost

Once you decide you are in a 
survival situation don’t delay there 
are things you must do as soon as 
possible.



What to do if You are lost

Find a location for a shelter and 
firewood near a water source if 
possible.

Get a fire going as soon as possible



What to do if You are lost

Once your shelter is built and a fire 
going start making signals.

If you want to be found you must 
make yourself visible.



What to do if You are lost

Make three fires 50-60 feet apart (20 m) 
In a opening if possible.

Have lots of green spruce boughs or 
green leaves/grass ready if you hear a 
plane.

Keep plenty of dry wood as well.



What to do if You are lost

At night make three fires 50-60 feet apart 
(20 m) In a opening if possible. Keep a 
clear flame fire going so aircraft can spot 
it.



What to do if You are lost

Make a large flag to wave with a coat or 
shirt.



What to do if You are lost

If you have an axe drop a large tree into 
a lake or pond. Blaze trees nearby on the 
shore.



What to do if You are lost

Tramp out SOS in snow or on sand 
beach. Use dark rocks or pieces of wood 
to make large arrow pointing to your 
camp or a big X.



What to do if You are lost

Save your voice, use a whistle from your 
survival kit.



What to do if You are lost

Activate the aircraft ELT. Locate the radio 
and turn switch to “ON” be sure the 
antenna is pointing upward and clear to 
the sky.



What to do if You are lost

If you have lots of ammo, fire three shots 
if you think people may hear.



What to do if You are lost

Listen carefully, often vehicles can be 
heard for miles. Look for red lights on 
towers at night.



What to do if You are lost

The very best signal on a sunny day is a 
signal mirror. Learn how to use it.



What to do if You are lost

Once your signals are ready, your task is 
to keep dry, keep warm and keep busy.

Once you have 3 times as much fire 
wood you think you need then take stock 
of everything you have. Throw nothing 
away. From now on everything is 
valuable.



What to do if You are lost

There are five  enemies to fight when you are 
lost, they are fear, hunger and thirst, fatigue and 
sleep, pain, hypothermia.



What to do if You are lost

Fear
• Anxiety
• Anger
• Frustration
• Depression
• Loneliness
• Boredom
• Guilt



What to do if You are lost

Hunger and thirst                                      
Most people can go 10 days without food 
or more

Most people cannot go without water for 3 
days or  their kidneys will start to fail



What to do if You are lost

Fatigue and sleep
A body low on food and water tires 
quickly. Loss of sleep impairs judgment.



What to do if You are lost

Pain
Perform first aid as best as possible



What to do if You are lost

Hypothermia

Shivering is a sign of hypothermia -
the body needs extra heat to 
preserve life.

A person can die from exposure at 
room temperature if they have no 
clothes on and are wet.



What to do if You are lost

Didn’t tell anyone where you were going?

Sooner or later searchers will come 
looking for you. Realistically you may want 
to be prepared to wait 24 hours or more. 



What to do if You are lost

Survival kit

The very best survival tool is your mind.

Learn survival skills and practice them.

And remember no matter how bad of a 
situation you are in, just hang on one more 
minute, don’t give up.



This Presentation is meant for      
information only and to raise 
community awareness about 

Search And Rescue in 
Northern Saskatchewan

For more information about SAR in 
your community – contact the local 

R.C.M.P. Office.

….and always be prepared!
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